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About This Game

Fight. Die. Win! (And probably die some more.)

Next Up Hero is a Gauntlet-style dungeon crawler starring hand-drawn heroes that hack, slash, shoot, drum, boomerang,
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Hey everyone, I have a question regarding Next Up Hero. So I was playing the lame tundra quest and managed to get to Level 3
without any damage at all. But from this point, whenever I killed an enemy and collected what they dropped, I lost some hp. I
noticed that everytime I collect 1 prestige, I lost 1 hp. Quite frustrating. By the time I reached a mini boss on level 5, I almost
died immediately.. i paid a dollar for this game on a third party site, and can honestly say i got my money's worth. if i had paid a
cent more i'd be prettyoff. the fact people pay full price for this hurts my soul. don't get me wrong, it REALLY is a fun game,
but. the amount of content, well. i have played mobile games i got for free with more content and a more put together story line.
it's a great time killer seeing the entire point of the game is to senselessly grind the same monsters over, and over, and over again
until you eventually die, only to wash, rinse and repeat. long story short, unless you have a scrooge mc'duckian pool filled with
gold coins, you'd be a complete fool to buy this game for full price.. The game is a fun game that is seems like something fun to
play during commercials or while waiting for a queue timer to pop. The controls are standard twinstick shooter, and the
keyboard and mouse controls are serviceable, though aim suffered occasionally due to flying enemies. The isometric perspective
works for the format, but all of the levels and areas look very much the same. No matter what, you're always in the ice level, the
lava level, or the forest level with no variation. While I enjoyed my time with the game, my first two hours showed me that it
does not have a long uptime for me. It will live or die based on how many people in the community are playing at any one time,
with levels being generated and completed as a group with each person pushing the progress forward. In it's current state, I do
not see myself playing this game much beyond 15 hours but will look in on it when it gets closer to a full release. $15 - $20 is a
reasonable price for such a game, but in the state I received it (right after the co-op update) I would not recommend it. On a
related note: the stream commands negatively impacted my experience. It may be part of what pushed it to a not recommended..
Well, I played the closed beta for a bit and I have to say that starting off I was pretty impressed. I liked the style and the combat
seemed fluid and fun. The menues were a little confusing at first, but once you get it, it is no problem. Now that I have played it
for several hours (More than what it says because it doesn't count the beta) I can say that while I do like this game, there is
absolutly room for improvment. I do a review/Let's play of this game on my channel. In it I discuss some of the things I like and
don't like a little more in depth, but suffice to say that I do think the game is worth about $15-$20, but at it's current state
probably not much more.. Let me preface this by saying I mostly play Co-op games so if you're looking for single player I might
recommend this to you. When played alone the gameplay is fluid and the echoes balance the games difficulty out depending
how bad you are/how much trouble you're having. As for the state the game when played with the Echo-Coop. I cannot
recommend this game right now. I had glaring issues even trying to get in the same world as my co-op partner and once we did
get to experience what it was like to play as an echo it was completely underwhelming.. This is easy to pick up and play with its
intuitive top down mechanics. The lack of extra lives or healing really forces you to take the smallest encounters seriously. The
art style is bright and fun, and makes all the action easy to see. I like it for pass-and-play when friends are over, since you're
going to die, a whole lot, no one dominates the play time. Even if you do complete a whole challenge it doesn't take that long, so
also a good game when you don't have a lot of time.

Submit your pro-tips! : Heroes! We're looking for the best pro-tips to use in-game. Help us drop little bits of knowledge to Next
Up Hero players by submitting your best tips, hints, tricks, and otherwise in this thread Example of a good pro-tip: Getting stuck
on a level? Summon ancients! - roncli If you have a funny/troll tip thats OK too, but the majority of these should be to help
players get a better feel for Next Up Hero. We want you all to be able to roll insane ventures! Exciting things are in the works. If
you ask nicely, maybe we'll leak some info in discord.gg/NextUpHero. Another Challenge DEFEATED! : The community has
collectively unfriended Friendzy, and MixTapes Accessory will be yours in the next 24 hours. We feel bad for Friendzy now
Never fear though! February is a month to bring the love. Stay tuned for our next community challenge.. COMMUNITY
CHALLENGE: Do a thing; Get a loot! : Heroes! Its time for the first community challenge. We need you to complete 1,000
ventures before 12:00 PM EDT on July 30th.. Early Access Week 1 (Welcome and Spectator Mode!) : Heroes, Welcome to
Next Up Hero Early Access! We want to make the best experience possible, integrating user feedback as we march toward our
final release. To do so, each week we're going to target an area of the game.. August Community Challenge! : Heroes! We need
you to raise 5,000 heroes to level 10 before 12:00 PM EDT on September 4th.
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